Clinical Librarian Workshop
Come and share your knowledge and experience with colleagues in NHS South
#SouthCLsCOP

SWINDON - Thursday 6th June 2019
Venue - Jury’s Inn, Fleming Way, Swindon, SN1 2NG
The hotel is an 8 minute walk from the railway station, and there is a public car park nearby

There will be some exciting topics covered throughout day including the implications of the Topol Review on your role as well as the opportunity to participate in a Schwartz round discussion about the emotional and social challenges encountered during ward rounds. The day will be rounded off with a talk about how other NHS Library colleagues perceive the role of the clinical librarian.

The programme:

09:30 – 10:00  Arrival and registration
10:00 – 10:05  Introduction and house keeping
10:05 – 10:50  Ice breaker and update from members
10:50 – 11:00  Break
11:00 – 12:30  Topol Review – Its implications on CL role
12:30 – 13:15  Lunch and networking
13:15 – 14:15  Schwartz round for clinical librarians
14:15 – 14:30  Coffee Break
14:30 – 15:30  Perceptions of clinical librarians research project
15:30 – 16:00  LibGuides content
16:00 – 16:30  Closing comments and feedback